This is for the information to the candidates who have passed the NED UET Pre-Admission Entry Test 2020 that you have to upload the following on NED UET Admission Portal:

- Domicile and
- HSC Part I Marks-sheet (for those HSC Part I Exam held in 2019) or
- HSC Part II Marks-sheet (for those HSC Part II Exam held in 2019 or earlier) or
- IBCC O-Levels Equivalency Certificate (for those O-Levels Exam held in 2018) or
- IBCC A-Level Equivalency Certificate (for those A Levels Exam held in 2019)

And make correction in data record through the admission portal by 23rd September 2020 till 1700hrs (sharp).

Student can himself/herself correct the data in the portal. After the due date and time, records will be frozen and will no longer be available for any editing.

Admissions Committee